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Problem

Population rise is straining transportation networks and infrastructure.

Friction naturally limits vehicles from achieving high performance.

Transportation is dependent on the state of roadways, based on nature.



Solution: An automotive platform that is 
both high-performance and adaptable

Adaptability                Efficiency                Performance
with no compromise           by nature          at unprecedented levels    



Competitive Advantage
Our assessment of the technologies currently available in the market has 

revealed several shortcomings in the design of ground-free vehicles. Most 
of the current offerings are dependent on large, dangerous propellers, and 

expert evaluation of these technologies has demonstrated that they 
establish a high degree of danger to both passengers and observers, in 
addition to being very large and difficult to integrate. Jet integration is a 

preferred option for hover flight since it produces superior power for weight 
and size and allows for longer flight endurance, amid presenting less 

physical danger to human beings. ROSA has adopted this option for hover 
to present a next-generation product to the market. We also have pursued 

patents on our technology.



Prototype superbike one, named Beatrice, is a full-scale prototype 
designed to carry a rider and verify only the most fundamental 

concepts. It does not include components as engines, a drivetrain or 
fairings. Beatrice is a stepping stone to the world’s first true hoverbike, 
not requiring exterior propellers for lift. The ability to hover eliminates 

friction, dramatically increasing efficiency. The chassis contains:

MAIN FRAME
SUSPENSION SUBFRAME

STAND SUBFRAME HANDLEBAR SUBFRAME

REAR SETS SUBFRAME

Overview



Beatrice is a full-scale prototype, composed of an aluminum frame and 
several components. These components include a seat assembly, seat, 

rear sets/pegs, handlebar, levers, grips, and mirrors. The vehicle is 
painted a gloss black, and features titanium blue rear sets as well as 

chrome accents. Within the undercarriage is housed a simulator 
levitation system – to mimic the effect of being off the ground.

LENGTH 7’4
WIDTH (BAR) 2’4 HEIGHT (ON FLOOR) 3’7 

SEAT HEIGHT 3’0

WEIGHT 49 LBS HEIGHT (IN AIR) 4’3 

CRUISE HEIGHT (SUSP) +8”

CRUISE HEIGHT (REAL) +3.5”

Structure



Only the suspension of the vehicle houses magnetized components to 
prevent frame interference. The undercarriage of Beatrice contains 

cylindrical support structures each housing compression springs and 
supermagnets, exerting 200+ pounds of magnetic force. In this first 
prototype, the levitation system is only a simulator to judge certain 

effects. Beatrice is supported by supermagnets in the floor under the 
vehicle repelling against supermagnets in the vehicle’s suspension.

BRMAX 13,200 GAUSS MAGNETIC FORCE 200+ LBS

TOTAL SUS CYLINDERS 3

Suspension



Beatrice is a stepping stone to the world’s first true hoverbike, not 
requiring exterior propellers to produce lift. ROSA’s hoverbike is 

designed to be practical, one that could be driven without 
compromise. While Beatrice does not contain an engine, fairings, or 

other components, it has proven very fundamental concepts of ROSA –
in terms of feasibility, engineering, and market potential. Prototype 

One will be succeeded by more in-depth models in the future to 
anticipate a widespread release.

PROTOBIKES BUILT 1 OF 1 TOTAL RIDERS 5

Lineage



Our Team

Christian LaRosa, CEO & CTO Daniel Allen, AdvisorChristopher Hochman, Advisor
Nuclear Physicist

Automotive Technician
Business Developer

Physicist

+ 3 other team members



Meet ROSA.
Let’s Change the World.


